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COURSE OUTLINE: Learning to Quilt
Program:
TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY
Course:
QUILTING
Module code: TH024i
Module name:

Learning to Quilt

Module1:
Learning to Quilt
Module 2:
Plain Nine Patch

Module 3:
Nine Patch Variation

Module 4:
Friendship Star
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COMPETENCY PROFILE: Learning to Quilt
Duty
A. Learning
to Quilt

Task
A1. Identify
tools and
equipment

A2. Fabrics
preparation

A5. Adding
borders

A6. Draft the
pattern

B. Plain Nine
Patch

B1. Identify
tools and
equipment

B2. Measure
and cut

B3. Assemble
blocks

C. Nine
Patch
Variation

C1. Identify
tools and
equipment

C2. Measue
and cut

C3. Assemble
blocks

D. Friendship
Star

D1. Identify
tools and
equipment

D2. Measure
and cut

D3. Assemble
blocks

A3. Colour
identification
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CURRICULUM GUIDE
Program:

TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY

Course:

QUILTING

Module code:

TH024i

Module name:

Learning to Quilt

Module Purpose:

The purpose of the module is to impart knowledge and skills to
participants in basic quilting.

Nominal duration:

Approximately 8 hours.

Prerequisites:

There are no pre-requisite for this module.

Content:

A1. Tools and equipment
A2. Fabric preparation
A3. Colour identification
A4. Choose batting
A5. Adding borders
A6. Draft the pattern

Suggested delivery method:

4

The short course will be delivered in a practical, hands-on manner.
1. Explanation (what we will do) 5%
2.

Demonstration (how we will do it) 15%

3.

Implementation (now you do it) 70%

4.

Evaluation (how good did we do it) 10%

Instructor:

A recognized trainer from a vocational centre or certified trainer who
has sewing skills .

Assessment method:

The assessment will be given in a holistic manner through;
•

Self paced

•

Practical demonstration

•

Observation

•

Checklist

Assessment condition:

In a kitchen situation where all materials and equipment are provided
or training hall for women’s normal activities are done.

Evaluation:

The participants will demonstrate mastery of each skill.
The final product will be evaluated.

Reference:

Harriet Hargrave’s From Fiber to Fabric; C&T Publishing,
Lafayette, CA 1997
Mary Asper, Green Mountain Designs - 2007
Marcia Horn, Traditional Blocks - 2007
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Overview of Learning Outcomes
On successfully completion of the course the
participants will be able to:
A1. Identify tools and equipment
A2. Outline fabric identification
A3. Outline colour identification
A4. Draft the pattern

APPENDIX 1: Training and Assessment Guide.
Learning Outcome.
Task A1:

Tools and equipment.

Suggested minimum instructional time: 1 hour

Learning outcome A1.1:
• Identify tools and equipment to make quilt.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the participants must
include the instructor to;
1.1 Identify tools and equipment to use.
1.2. Explain and demonstrate use of tools and
equipment.
Assessment condition:
In a classroom situation where all participants are
provided;
• charts on type of tools and equipment
Assessment criteria:
The participant has;
1.1.1 Selected and named tools and equipment
to use.
1.1.2 Described and demonstrated use of each
tool and equipment.
Assessment method:
The assessment will be given in a holistic manner
through;
• Self paced
• Practical demonstration
• Observation
• Checklist

APPENDIX 2: Training and Assessment Guide.
Learning Outcome.
Task A2:

Fabric identification.

Suggested minimum instructional time: 30 minutes

Learning outcome A2.1:
• Identify types of fabrics to use.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the participants must
include the instructor to;
2.1 Identify types of fabrics.
2.2 Explain differences between fabrics.
2.3 Identify the best type of fabric to use.
Assessment condition:
In a classroom situation where all participants are
provided with;
• teaching notes on fabric preparation
Assessment criteria:
The participant has;
2.1.1 Listed types of fabric.
2.1.2 Outlined the differences between fabrics.
2.1.3 Selected the best type of fabric to use.
Assessment method:
The assessment will be given in a holistic manner
through;
• Self paced
• Practical demonstration
• Observation
• Checklist

APPENDIX 3: Training and Assessment Guide.
Learning Outcome.
Task A3:

Colour identification.

Suggested minimum instructional time: 30 minutes

Learning outcome A3.1:
• Identify the colour wheel basics.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the participants must
include the instructor to;
3.1 Identify what is a colour wheel.
3.2 Identify the two colour wheel basic colours.
Assessment condition:
In a classroom situation where all participants are
provided with;
• colour wheel basic sample
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Assessment criteria:
The participant has;
3.1.1 Described what is a colour wheel.
3.1.2 Explained and showed the two colour
wheel basic colours.

APPENDIX 5: Training and Assessment Guide.

Assessment method:
The assessment will be given in a holistic manner
through;
• Self paced
• Practical demonstration
• Observation
• Checklist

Learning outcome A5.1:
• Identify types of borders to add to your quilt.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the participants must
include the instructor to;
5.1 Identify what is a border.
5.2. Identify types of borders.

APPENDIX 4: Training and Assessment Guide.

Assessment condition:
In a classroom situation where all participants are
provided with;
• training notes
• samples of borders

Learning Outcome.
Task A4:

Choose batting.

Suggested minimum instructional time: 30 minutes

Learning outcome A4.1:
• Identify the type of batting to choose to apply
to the quilt.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the participants must
include the instructor to;
4.1 Identify what is batting.
4.2. Identify and explain types of battings.
Assessment condition:
In a classroom situation where all participants are
provided with;
• training notes
• samples of battings

Learning Outcome.
Task A5:

Adding borders.

Suggested minimum instructional time: 30 minutes

Assessment criteria:
The participant has;
5.1.1 Described what is a border.
5.1.2 Displayed types of borders.
Assessment method:
The assessment will be given in a holistic manner
through;
• Self paced
• Practical demonstration
• Observation
• Checklist

APPENDIX 6: Training and Assessment Guide.
Learning Outcome.

Assessment criteria:
The participant has;
4.1.1 Described what is batting.
4.1.2 Displayed types of battings.
Assessment method:
The assessment will be given in a holistic manner
through;
• Self paced
• Practical demonstration
• Observation
• Checklist

Task A6:

Draft the pattern.

Suggested minimum instructional time: 5 hours

Learning outcome A6.1:
• Draft a flyfoot block pattern.
Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the participants must
include the instructor to;
6.1 Identify tools for drafting the pattern.
6.2 Explain and demonstrate procedures in
drafting and cutting out the pattern.
Assessment condition:
In a classroom situation where all participants are
provided with;
• drafting papers
• tape measure

6
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•
•
•

tailoring pencil
paper cutting scissors
tailors ruler

Assessment criteria:
The participant has;
6.1.1 Selected and prepared tools for drafting.
6.1.2 Drafted and cut out the block patterns.
Assessment method:
The assessment will be given in a holistic manner
through;
• Self paced
• Practical demonstration
• Observation
• Checklist

APPENDIX 7:
INTRODUCTION
There are quilt a few master quilters in the world,
and we should be grateful for them! They show
us what our chosen art can be when executed at
the highest level. However, the majority of people
quilting today are like you and me; people who
want to enjoy their love of colour and texture
while learning new skills and increasing in
knowledge.
Many are new quilt-maker has been discouraged by
someone whose points are always perfect; by that
incredibly complex piecing design accomplished by
a fellow guild member; or by someone’s 16-stitchesto-an-inch hand quilting. What a shame! We all
suffer when a person’s contribution is stifled.
So, dear quilting friends, let us not to be perfect
in every quilt you make. Give yourself permission
not to be perfect! Loosen up – do the best you
can – always work to improve and, most
importantly, have fun!
This module will give you a head start on your
new pursuit by giving you some basic knowledge
that will put you on a successful road. Hopefully,
it will encourage you to explore and discover the
wealth of beauty, knowledge, skill and
camaraderie (trust and friendship between
people) that the world of quilt making offers.

TRAINING NOTES:
A1: Equipment required
A1.1 TOOLS: WHAT

DO YOU REALLY NEED?

Tip: Choose tools that will make your work simpler or
more accurate, and always buy the best quality.

There are tools available for every possible quilt
making need. How do you choose the ones you
really need?
1. Buy the best quality you can afford. The better
your tools, the easier your work will be and the
more you will be pleased with the finished result.
2. Be sure to buy tools that will fit your hand and
work comfortably for you.
3. Often your local shop staff will be able to help
you make a better choice because of their
knowledge of the product.
4. What you REALLY need to get started:
a. A self-healing mat for use with a rotary
cutter. I consider 24 x 36 to be the optimum
size; that way you can cut a width of fabric
without folding it.
b. A 6" wide by 24" long ruler marked with 1/8"
lines – preferably with different colored or
textured lines for each 1/8", 1/4", 1/2" and 1
inch.
c. A large rotary cutter with a sharp blade.
The very small rotary cutters are for cutting
around templates only. Rotary cutter come
in several different shapes and styles;
choose the one that fits your hand the best.
d. Very sharp, pointed fabric cutting scissors.
Don’t skimp here; they’re your most faithful
companion.
e. A small assortment of fabric marking tools
– don’t include the washable or fade-away
blue markers. Marking Pencil.
f. A small assortment of hand sewing needles
in sizes that you are comfortable using;
betweens/sharps for hand piecing; appliqué
needles and quilting needles.
g. Good quality all-purpose sewing thread in a
medium neutral gray. Buy the best quality
you can afford. Your local shop can educate
you about thread choices.
h. A sewing machine that at least does
straight stitch and a good zig-zag, in good
running condition, cleaned and oiled.
Those are just the basics, but you’ll be able to get
started with these things. As you grow as a quilt
maker, choose tools that will make your work
simpler or more accurate, and always buy good
quality – the end result will always justify the
price!
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A2: Fabric preparation
A2.1: FABRIC: HOW TO PREPARE IT FOR QUILT
MAKING.
Tip: Don’t pre-wash unless you have to, and then prewash everything that goes in the quilt!

A3: Colour identification

The debate rages: to pre-wash or not to pre-wash?
Opinions are fierce and varied. Here are a few
common sense tips to help you answer this
question for yourself.
1. To test for colorfastness, cut a small strip from
your fabric and soak in a sink of tepid water. If
you’d like, you can add a piece of muslin or an
old handkerchief. If the water becomes
colored, or if the muslin or handkerchief is
picking up dye, the fabric is not colorfast.
2. If any of your chosen fabrics are not colorfast
then you must pre-wash. If you pre-wash any
of your fabrics you must pre-wash them all;
unwashed fabric will shrink differently when
you wash the quilt and could cause your
patchwork to pull apart.
3. To pre-wash, simply throw your fabric in the
laundry sink or tub with soap rather than
detergent. Dry under shade until almost dry,
and then iron the rest of the way. This keeps
you from having to deal with wrinkles.

Left, colour wheel with primary colours of yellow,
red and blue.
Right, adding secondary colours made by
combining equal parts of the primary colours to
get orange, violet and green.

A NOTE OF CAUTION: fabrics do contain
chemical finishes and preservatives. If you have a
sensitivity to these, you must pre-wash before
doing anything with your fabric! If your eyes itch,
your nose runs and you sneeze when you get
around fabric, you have a sensitivity!

Using a Colour Wheel
A colour wheel helps us understand the relationship
between colours, and once that's behind us it's a lot
easier to select fabrics for our quilts.
Let's get familiar with some of the terms you'll
hear when you use a colour wheel.

What’s a "stash" and how do I build it?

Primary Colours
Blue, red and yellow are called primary colours
because they are the basis for other colours. Mix
them together in different ways and you can
create every other colour on the colour wheel.
They are arranged at equal distances from each
other on the most commonly used colour wheel.

Tip: Don’t sacrifice quality for price. Buy enough when
you see it!!

A "stash" is a quilter’s palette of fabrics. Variety of
colour, pattern and texture is the key to a useable
stash.
1. Buy the best fabric you can afford – don’t
sacrifice quality for price. The quality of the
fabric you use will determine the quality of
your finished product.
2. Start a swap of your own with a group of
friends. Swaps can centre around colour,
theme or texture.
3. Stock up on sales at local fabric shops.
4. Don’t be fenced in to your favourite colours.
Your future quilts will want to be many
different things, so you should have lots on
hand to supply them. As a growth exercise,
encourage yourself to collect some variety of
colours that you really dislike.
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5. How much? A fat quarter is the minimum for
any fabric, but if you really like it you’d better
buy at least a half a yard. If you think you’ll
like using it for borders buy at least a yard. If it
would make a good back, three yards is a
good amount.

A3.1: USING A COLOUR WHEEL
QUILTING FABRICS.

TO

CHOOSE

About the Colour Wheel

Secondary Colours
The three secondary colours on a colour wheel
are located midway between the primary colours.
They are created by mixing together equal
amounts of the primary colours on either side of
them.
• Green, equal parts of blue and yellow
• Orange, equal parts of yellow and red
• Violet, equal parts of blue and red
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A4: Choose batting
A4.1: HOW

TO

CHOOSE BATTING

•
•

Tip: Choose the batting that will best produce the
desired effect in your quilt.

•

Battings today are almost as varied as fabrics! So
many choices: polyester or cotton? Wool or silk?
Organic or not? Thick or thin? Here is some
information to help you with those choices!
1) There are inherent drawbacks to polyester
batting that you should know about:
A. The air that is trapped in the batting during
its production process makes polyester
puffier than cotton or cotton blend battings.
This makes machine quilting difficult,
although it has little effect on hand quilting
B. Polyester batting is more prone to bearding
and pilling than cotton or cotton blends.
This is because of the type of fibers used,
and the way it interacts with the cotton
fibers of your quilt.
2) There are also some positive qualities about
polyester batting: it is generally less expensive
than the other choices, comes in a wider
variety of sizes and makes a very lightweight
quilt. Also, you can generally quilt polyester
batting much farther apart.
3) The drawbacks to cotton (not cotton blend)
battings are:
A. Sometimes you must pre-wash a cotton
batt to remove oils and little pieces of the
cotton boll that get left behind.
B. Generally, cotton must be quilted very
closely. The exception is batts that are
treated with a scrim. Battings with scrim
can often be quilted up to 10 inches apart.
C. They are usually more expensive.
4) Positive qualities of cotton battings: They
machine quilt wonderfully. They give a flat,
antique look to your quilt. They launder
without bearding or pilling. They are a little
heavier once quilted, therefore warmer.
5) If cotton battings have many more positive
qualities, cotton blend battings have even
more! They do not have to be pre-washed;
they can be quilted farther apart; they are not
quite as expensive.
6) Wool and silk battings are very expensive and
totally wonderful for their appropriate
purposes. If you can afford to use either for a
special project, splurge and try it at least once.
You’ll be glad you did!
7) Here is a list of what batting to use for what
purposes:

•
•
•
•

Tied Comforter or Puffy Quilt -- High Loft
Polyester Batting
Hand Quilted Contemporary Quilt-- Low Loft
polyester or cotton blend
Machine Quilted Contemporary Quilt -- Cotton
blend
Hand Quilted Reproduction Quilt -- Low loft
Polyester or cotton blend
Machine Quilted Reproduction Quilt -- Cotton
or cotton blend
Warm Quilt (Bed), Lap Quilt, Quilted Jacket or
Coat -- Wool Batting
Quilted Skirt, Coat, Vest, Dress -- Silk Batting

This is only a brief overview of batting.

A5: Adding Borders
A5.1: ADDING

BORDERS

Tip: Straight Borders make straight quilts!

One of the easiest ways to avoid problems with
quilting and to get your quilts to hang straight is
to add the borders properly! Once your quilt top
is completed, follow these steps for nice straight
borders:
1. Measure the quilt top (laid flat on a hard
surface) vertically down the middle of the top.
Cut the first two borders (sides) exactly this
length piecing if you have to get the correct
length. If you are going to mitre the borders,
the inside edge (which is shorter than the
outside, because of the angle of the mitre)
should exactly match this measurement.
2. Use long quilting pins to mark the border and
the quilt top in quarters along each vertical
side. (For instance, if the quilt top is 60 inches
long you will mark with pins every 15 inches.)
3. Attach the side borders to the quilt, matching
up the pins where you have marked in
quarters.
4. Measure horizontally across the quilt, in the
centre, including the two side borders you just
added. Cut the next two borders (top and
bottom) to this measurement. Again, if you are
going to mitre, this is the inside (short side)
measurement.
5. Mark the top and bottom of the quilt, and the
top and bottom borders, in quarters as you did
above.
6. Sew these borders to the top and bottom of
the quilt, matching the pins where you have
marked the quarters.
7. You may find that the quilt is not exactly the
same measurement as the borders, it can vary
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as you reach the outside edges of the quilt.
That's OK, this is why you are adding the
borders in this manner. Simply MAKE the quilt
fit the borders by:
a. Hand-stitching a few block areas to increase
the seam allowance, easing in the fullness
(only necessary if the border is VERY much
too big).
b. Conversely, letting the seam allowance out
a little of the quilt is too small for the
border - you can do either a or b quite
easily if you are careful, and take or add
little bits out of several areas rather than in
one big hunk.
c. If the top is only SLIGHTLY (like 1/4 to 1/2
inch) too small, you can carefully stretch to
fit.
d. If the top is only SLIGHTLY too big, you can
ease in the extra by pinning closely in areas
where the extra won't show.
In any case, if you adjust evenly along the length
of the top (which is why you divided it into
quarters) you should be able to make the quilt fit
the borders and not have it affect the overall look
of the quilt. Quilting will cover many a sin when
you get there!!
8. If you are adding more than one border, repeat
this process as you add each successive one.

A6: Adding Borders

2. To start, draw a 10” square

3. Find a spot on your ruler that is larger than
10”, and equally divide by 4 (since we are
making a 4x4 grid) that will be 12” Placing the
0 end of your ruler in the lower left corner,
pivot the right end of the ruler up till the 12 “
mark hits the right side of the square.
12 divided by 4=2. So make a point every 3”
along the ruler at 3”, 6” and 9”.

A6.1: DRAFT FLYFOOT BLOCK

1. To do this, you need:
• A long ruler
• A triangle
• Paper and something to write on

4. Line up your triangle with the bottom edge of
the paper, and mark the vertical grid lines
through the points you just made. Turn your
paper and do the exact same thing to mark the
horizontal grid lines.

Change 12” block, Flyfoot… into a 10” block. Here
you see the Flyfoot block, with it’s 4x4 grid
marked in. Our job is to get that same grid on the
size block we want to make.

10
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ATTACHMENTS
Fabric Width Conversion Chart
Fabric Width

5. Use a regular ruler to draw in your block lines.
This particular block is made from all one unit, so
you may now cut apart your grid to separate one
unit.

6. Using a regular ruler, add the seam allowance
to all sides. This may now be used to cut your
fabrics. The half square triangles will be sewn
together in pairs to make half squares. The
half squares get joined into rows and lastly the
rows are sewn together to complete you
blocks.
(Not all blocks you do this with would be made
up of just one unit, so in those cases you will
have to cut one of EACH unit needed and add
seam allowances to each side of each unit to
make a template for each)
This same method will work to alter any blocks
size.

Yardage

32”

35”
46”

39”

41”

44” 50”
45”

52” 58”
54” 60”

17/8

13/4

11/2

11/2

13/8 13/8

11/8 1

21/4

2

13/4

13/4

15/8 11/2

13/8 11/4

23/4

23/4

21/4

21/4

21/2 13/4

13/4 15/8

21/2

2

2

2

13/4 15/8

11/2 11/4

31/4

27/8

21/2

21/4

21/4 2

17/8 13/4

33/8

31/8

23/4

23/4

23/4 21/4

2

33/8

33/8

3

27/8

23/4 23/8

21/8 2

4

33/4

31/2

31/8

27/8 25/8

23/8 21/4

43/8

41/4

31/2

33/8

31/8 23/4

25/8 23/8

45/8

41/2

33/4

35/8

33/8 3

23/4 25/8

5

43/4

4

37/8

37/8 31/4

27/8 23/4

51/4

5

41/4

41/8

35/8 33/8

31/8 27/8

17/8

Yards to Metres Convention
1/8

yd =

0.15m
1/4

yd =

0.25m
3/8

11/8 yd =

21/2 yd =

31/8 yd =

1.05m

1.95m

2.9m

11/4 yd =

21/4 yd =

31/4 yd =

1.15m

2.10m

3m

13/8 yd =

23/8 yd =

33/8 yd =

0.35m

1.30m

2.2m

3.1m

1/2

11/2 yd =

21/2 yd =

31/2 yd =

1.40m

2.3m

3.2m

yd =

yd =

0.50m
5/8

yd =

0.60m
3/4

15/8 yd =

25/6 yd =

35/8 yd =

1.50m

2.4m

3.35m

13/4 yd =

23/4 yd =

33/4 yd =

0.70m

1.60m

2.55m

3.45m

7/8

17/8 yd =

27/8 yd =

37/8 yd =

0.80m

1.75m

2.65m

3.55m

1 yd =

2 yd =

3 yd =

4 yd =

0.95m

1.85m

2.75m

3.7m

yd =

yd =
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Safety Rules
Safety is very important in Sewing. To make sure
that everyone can learn and have fun in a safe
environment, keep the following rules in mind:
1. ALWAYS: Place your coats, books and bags in
separate places, away from your sewing area.
2. ALWAYS: Leave your shoes on during sewing
class. You do not want to accidentally step on
a pin or needle.
3. ALWAYS: Keep your fingers away from the
sewing machine needle when winding the
bobbin and operating the machine.
4. ALWAYS: Look under your fabric before
cutting with scissors and carry scissors with
the sharp edge pointing towards the floor.
When the scissors are not being used, place
them on the cutting table, sewing table, or in
your sewing box.
5. ALWAYS: Thread the needle with caution and
lower the pressure foot before starting to
sewing on your fabric.
6. ALWAYS: Remove the pins from your fabric
as you sew and place them in the pin cushion
after you use them. NEVER put straight pins
or needles in your mouth.
7. ALWAYS: Place the iron in the upright
position after use. When using the iron hold
it by the handle only.
8. ALWAYS: Let your teacher/trainer help you
use the seam ripper (unpicker).
9. ALWAYS: Place your seam gauge, ruler,
scissors and pins in the sewing box after
using them.
10. ALWAYS: Listen to the teacher’s/trainer’s
instructions.

12

GLOSSARY

QUILTING TERMS FOR QUILTING
Words

Meanings

Backing

This is the bottom layer of the
quilt.
Made up of a single piece or
pieced together.

Baste

A way of securing the layers of
your quilt using large loose
stitches.
You can also baste with safety
pins.

Binding

A narrow strip of fabric used to
finish off the raw edges of a quilt.

Border

Fabric strips that go around the
outside of a quilt.
Can be pieced, plain or appliquéd.

Grain

Mitered Corner

Sashing

Strips of fabric used to separate
blocks in a quilt top.

Color Wheel

Primary colors, red, blue and
yellow.
Secondary colors are green,
purple and orange.

1/ ” Seam
4
Allowance

Seam allowances is: a 1/4 inch
margin from the edge of the
fabric.

Batting

The middle layer of your quilt.
Comes in different thickness, size,
and fibers.
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